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Introduction
Breast cancer (BC) is the most common cancer in women in Slovenia and worldwide. More than 1300 women in Slovenia were diagnosed with breast cancer in 2015. 1 Approximately two thirds of BC are hormone receptor positive. 2 The standard treatment of hormone receptor positive, HER2 negative (HR+HER2-) early BC is surgery followed by adjuvant systemic therapy either with endocrine therapy alone or with the addition of chemotherapy followed by endocrine therapy. Adjuvant systemic therapy reduces the risk of recurrence and death from BC by approximately one third. 3, 4 Whether an individual patient will benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy is an important decision. Classical clinical-pathological parameters (tumor size, nodal status, histological grade, proliferation index, age, hormone receptor status and menopausal status) are helpful in defining the risk of recurrence. However, these parameters do not take into account an individual biology of a tumor and substantial number of patients with early BC are thus over-treated and exposed to toxic effects of chemotherapy without any benefit. 5 Several multigene expression signatures have been developed to better prognosticate disease outcome.
Several of these signatures are commercially available and accepted by international guidelines, including the Oncotype DX recurrence score (Genomic Health), PAM50 Prosigna risk of recurrence (NanoString), Breast Cancer Index (BCI) (bioTheranostics), EndoPredict (MyriadGenetics), and MammaPrint (Agendia BV). Oncotype DX and MammaPrint have been most extensively validated, including in prospective randomized trials, TAILOR x and MINDACT and are therefore most commonly used. They are commercially available; however they are not reimbursed in Slovenia. [6] [7] [8] [9] Here, we focused on Oncotype DX and MammaPrint as other assays are much less frequently used in routine clinical practice.
Oncotype DX
Oncotype DX is performed on RNA extracted from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tumor tissue using quantitative real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) and contains 5 reference genes and 16 cancer-related genes. The recurrence score (RS) is the result of mathematical formula of the weighted expression of each gene. The cut-off points are divided into 3 categories: low, intermediate and high risk. 10, 11 Its prognostic value was first evaluated on archived tissue from HR+HER2-lymph node negative patients from NSABP B-14 study and was confirmed later on in other studies. 12, 13 Paik et al., demonstrated its ability to predict chemotherapy sensitivity in lymph node negative HR+HER2early BC patients. Patients with high RS had ben-efited from chemotherapy, with the 10-year metastasis rate being decreased by 27.6% for those patients who received adjuvant chemotherapy. In contrast, there was no benefit of adding chemotherapy to patients with low RS. [10] [11] [12] [13] The evidence is less strong for patients with lymph node positive disease. Five studies are relevant in this context: South West Oncology Group study (SWOGS8814), TransATAC, West German Cancer Group (WSG) PlanB study and two population based registries. 10, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The results of these studies consistently show that a considerable percent of patients have a low-risk genomic signature despite positive nodal status and thus nodal positivity should not uniformly lead to decision of adding adjuvant chemotherapy to endocrine therapy (Table 1) . SWOG S8814 study data represents the strongest evidence available thus far that Oncotype DX predicts chemotherapy benefit in lymph node positive patients. The study was prospectively planned to examine this association and was applied to a randomised phase 3 trial with an endocrine therapy alone or in combination with chemotherapy. The test for interaction of chemotherapy with RS was significant. The study found significant improvement in disease free survival (DFS) when chemotherapy was added to endocrine therapy in patients with high genomic risk (RS ≥ 31) (HR: 0.59, p = 0.003) and no improvement in DFS for adding chemotherapy to endocrine therapy for patients with low RS (< 18). 10 Until the results of TAILORx (Trial Assigning IndividuaLized Options for Treatment) study which aimed to answer whether chemotherapy would reduce the risk for recurrence in intermediate risk group this was unclear. In TAILORx study different cut-offs were used as initially set. 11, 12 This study was designed to test whether chemotherapy is beneficial for women with intermediate RS . 10253 women with HR+HER2-, node negative BC who met the criteria for consideration of adjuvant chemotherapy (tumor size 11-50 mm, or more than 5 mm with additional pathological unfavourable characteristics such as intermediate/high nuclear grade and presence of lymphovascular invasion) were enrolled. Women were assigned to one of four treatment groups on the basis of RS. Those with a RS ≤ 10 were assigned to receive endocrine therapy only, and women with RS ≥ 26 were assigned to receive chemotherapy plus endocrine therapy. Women with intermediate score of 11 to 25 were randomized to receive either endocrine therapy alone or in combination with chemotherapy. The study found no improve- 13 Estimated survival rate according to risk group are depicted in Table 2 . Exploratory analysis was conducted to search for any subgroups who might derive some benefit from chemotherapy in the intermediate risk group. An interaction between age and RS was found (p = 0.004), with some benefit of chemotherapy in younger patient population (< 50 years) with RS 16 to 25. In this group of patients there were 2% fewer distant recurrences when chemotherapy was added for RS 16-20, and 7% fewer for RS 21-25. 13 This information should be discussed with individual patients who fit in either category. The results of TAILORx suggest that Oncotype DX may identify up to 85% of women with HR+HER2-early BC older than 50 years with RS ≤ 25 and 40% of younger women (≤ 50 years ) with a RS ≤ 15 who can safely be spared adjuvant chemotherapy. 13 We conclude that for patients with HR+HER2lymph node negative BC patients older than 50 years RS 25 or more should be considered a cut-off point for adjuvant chemotherapy recommendation, whereas younger patients (less than 50 years) should be informed about the modest benefit of adding adjuvant chemotherapy at lower cut-off point (RS 16). For lymph node positive patients, the cut-off is less clear. Results from the published studies suggest that patients with HR+HER2lymph node positive BC and RS < 18 do not benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy and for patients with RS ≥ 31 chemotherapy should be considered. 10, [16] [17] [18] The results of the ongoing prospective trial RxPONDER (Treatment for Positive Node, Endocrine Responsive Breast Cancer) will give us further insight into RS cut-off point for chemotherapy benefit in lymph node positive BC. 19 
MammaPrint
MammaPrint was developed by the Netherlands Cancer Institute group using DNA microarray analysis of gene expression arrays on frozen tissue from 78 primary BC tumors. 20 The gene expression panel contains 70 genes correlated with evading apoptosis, self-sufficiency in growth signals, insensitivity to anti-growth signals, limitless replicative potential, tissue invasion and metastasis and sustained angiogenesis. 21 A mathematical model is used to calculate score that stratifies patients into low-and high risk group. 20, 22 The first retrospective validation of MammaPrint was performed by van de Vijver and colleagues, on a consecutive series of 295 BC tumors (lymph node positive and negative). MammaPrint accurately distinguished a good-prognosis group which had a 10-year overall survival of 95% from a poor-prognosis group which had a 10-year overall survival of 55% (p ≤ 0,001). 22,23 However, there was one major disadvantage for the implementation of MammaPrint and this was the requirement for good quality RNA from fresh frozen tissue specimen. Improvements in RNA processing have enabled microarray diagnostics for formalinfixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue. Later on, MammaPrint was successfully translated to FFPE on 580 tumor samples. 24 RASTER trial was the first prospective phase 3 trial assessing MammaPrint. This study confirmed the feasibility of collecting good quality fresh frozen tissue for analysis and confirmed prognostic value of MammaPrint in lymph node negative T1-T3 BC for distant recurrence and also compared it with Adjuvant!Online (AOL). 25, 26 Other studies further investigated MammaPrint in patients with lymph node positive BC. In the study of Mook et al., the prognostic value of MammaPrint was demonstrated to be superior to classical clinical-pathological factors in patients with 1-3 positive lymph nodes for predicting breast cancer specific survival (BCSS). 27 Prospective, randomized, phase 3, MINDACT study (Microarray in Node-Negative and 1 to 3 Positive Lymph Node Disease May Avoid Chemotherapy) was performed to test the clinical utility of the addition of the MammaPrint to standard clinical-pathological criteria in selecting patients for adjuvant chemotherapy. [28] [29] [30] The study enrolled 6693 women with T1-T3 operable tumors, lymph node negative (app 80%) and positive (one to three positive lymph nodes). It was performed using fresh frozen tissue. MammaPrint was used to determine genomic risk and AOL version 8.0 was used to determine clinical risk. Low clinical risk was defined by low grade and tumor size <= 3cm, intermediate grade and tumor size <= 2cm, and high grade and tumor size <= 1cm, in lymph node negative patients, whereas only low grade and tumor size <= 2cm were considered low clinical risk in lymph node positive patients ( Table 3 ). The patients were divided into four main groups, according to their clinical and genomic risk. Women at low clinical and genomic risk did not receive chemotherapy, whereas those at high clinical and genomic risk did receive such therapy. Patients with discordant results were randomized to receive or not receive adjuvant chemotherapy (Table 4 ). [28] [29] [30] Among patients at low clinical and high genomic risk, those who were randomized on the basis of genomic risk and therefore received chemotherapy had similar outcomes compared to those who were randomized to no chemotherapy on the basis of clinical risk. [28] [29] [30] Therefore, we can conclude that there is no use for MammaPrint risk assessment in patients with clinically low risk disease. Among patients at high clinical and low genomic risk, those who underwent randomization on the basis of clinical risk and received chemotherapy the DFS rate was 2.8 percentage points higher, and OS rate was 1.4 percentage points higher compared to those without chemotherapy. The study was not powered to assess the statisti-cal significance of these differences or to exclude the benefit of chemotherapy. [28] [29] [30] But the results implicate that chemotherapy could be avoided in patients with high clinical and low genomic risk at a cost of the above mentioned differences and this should be discussed with a patient ( Table 5 ). The use of MammaPrint in clinical high risk group would lead to a reduction in the use of adjuvant chemotherapy in 46.2% of patients. [28] [29] [30] In addition to this, ultra-low threshold was identified, which defines patients with indolent disease behaviour whose long-term risk of death from breast cancer is extremely low after surgery alone without any systemic therapy. 31
Other multigene signatures
Other prognostic multigene signatures have also been validated in clinical trials and some are recommended by international guidelines as well.
• EndoPredict: It is RNA-based and uses reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction of 12 genes to calculate prognostic score. It was validated retrospectively using prospectively collected data and tumor tissue from two Austrian Breast Cancer Study Group trials (ABCSG-6 and ABCSG-8). EndoPredict calculates a risk score, which can be used together with tumor size and nodal status for the calculation of a risk score (EPclin). Its applications include prediction of distant recurrence at 5 and 10 years in each individual patient and may add to decision about extended endocrine therapy. 32, 33 • Predictor Analysis of Microarray 50 (PAM50):
PAM50 risk of recurrence score is a 50 gene test that uses microarray and quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction to provide a risk of recurrence score (ROR) that takes into account the PAM50 profile and clinical features of the patient, such as tumor size and proliferation score. ROR is used for prediction of individual risk of distant recurrence at 10 years. It was validated in lymph node negative as well as positive patients from ABCSG-8 and ATAC trial. The relationship between 10-year risk of distant recurrence and the ROR score differs markedly between node-negative and lymph-node positive patients ( 34, 35 • Breast Cancer Index (BCI): The BCI is a score calculated according to 2-gene group expression, the 2-gene ratio HOXB13:IL17BR (H:I ratio) and the expression of 5 proliferation genes known as molecular grade index (MGI score). The TransATAC and the Stockholm trials in which patients received adjuvant endocrine therapy, provided the clinical validation. In postmenopausal patients with HR+HER2-, lymph node negative BC it might serve as a predictive test for the likelihood of benefit from extended adjuvant endocrine therapy. [36] [37] [38] This test has no FDA approval.
Discussion
Prognosis of patients with early BC has improved significantly in the last two decades mostly due to effective adjuvant systemic treatment. 3, 4 However, about two-thirds of patients with lymph nodenegative BC are cured by loco-regional treatment already and they represent more than 50% of early BC patients. 39 Additionally 25-30% of patients with 1 to 3 positive lymph nodes remain free of distant metastases without adjuvant chemotherapy. 40 Therefore, these patients might safely be spared from toxic effects of chemotherapy. Based solely on traditional clinical-pathological characteristics it is not possible to reliably identify the high risk patients that would potentially benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy. Multigene signatures represent an important progress in optimal selection of these patients. 41 Their clinical utility for risk prediction was confirmed in different clinical studies. Oncotype DX and MammaPrint are the most extensively studied among them. Oncotype DX and MammaPrint, both of them have demonstrated efficacy for evaluation of recurrence risk in women with stage I and II BC with up to 3 positive lymph nodes. 13, 29 But from the published studies and clinical use, we can draw out some differences. MammaPrint provides a binary result for prognosis as low-and high-risk, whereas Oncotype DX provides also intermediate risk, which keeps clinicians in uncertainty. TAILORx study prospectively addressed this issue and provides strong evidence that chemotherapy is of limited benefit in this patient subgroup. Nevertheless, there are some patients (younger than 50 with RS [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] in the intermediate risk group that might derive some benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy. There were also some crucial differences in the in-clusion criteria for the two studies testing the utility of MammaPrint and Oncotype DX. 13, 29 According to these studies MammaPrint can be applied to a wider variety of patients, namely those with any ER status, largely as a result of gene selection the signature includes (mostly estrogen signalling genes in Oncotype DX), but this is of limited clinical utility. 28 While MammaPrint was validated also on lymph node positive BC patients (1-3positive lymph nodes), the evidence for the use of Oncotype DX in these patients population is weaker. 9 We are awaiting the results of RxPONDER trial, which will provide further information on this topic. 19 On the other hand, Oncotype DX is the only multigene signature that has both, prognostic and predictive value for chemotherapy sensitivity. The idea that prediction of treatment benefit can be concluded from prognosis is flawed and a statistical test for an interaction between a biomarker and treatment is necessary to determine biomarkers' predictive utility. 5, 42, 43 The findings from NSABP-B20, TAILORx, SWOG 8814 trials have confirmed a clear interaction between chemotherapy benefit and Oncotype DX result. 10, 12, 13 One of the most important benefits of genomic testing is the selection of patient in which treatment with adjuvant chemotherapy can be safely omitted. However, the added value of multigene signatures for de-escalation of chemotherapy to no chemotherapy in daily clinical practice is still unclear. Eightyfive percent of older (>50 years) and 40% of younger patients in TAILORx trial and 46% of clinical high risk patients in MINDACT trial could be spared the addition of adjuvant chemotherapy. However, these numbers cannot be compared directly because the design and inclusion criteria for these two studies were different. The utility of multigene signatures was considered in all patients with tumors greater than 1 cm (or 5 mm and adverse characteristics) in TAILORx, while MammaPrint use was meaningful only in clinical high risk patients. Also the number of patients classified as low genomic risk varied significantly between the two tests; Oncotype DX identified only about 17% of patients as low genomic risk, and 69% as intermediate, whereas MammaPrint identified 64% in the whole population and 46% in clinical high risk population as low genomic risk. 13, 30 If MINDACT criteria for definition for high clinical risk were applied to TAILORx population, 3.5% of patients with genomic low risk (low RS), 17.4% in intermediate RS and only 7.9% in high RS fit criteria for clinical high risk.
Some information on de-escalation of chemotherapy prescription by the use of multigene signa-tures might be drawn from large studies performed on real-life patients cohorts. Use of Oncotype DX and MammaPrint was evaluated on 476,128 women from the National Cancer Database. Multigene signature use was associated with a significant decrease in rate of chemotherapy administration (24.6 vs. 37.2%). Chemotherapy was administered to a higher percentage of patients undergoing MammaPrint compared to Oncotype DX ( 41.3% vs. 23.4%, p < 0.001). 44 Retrospective analysis that matched Oncotype DX results with SEER registry clinical data for over 40,000 node negative HR+HER-2-patients did not show lower chemotherapy use in real-life patients who had Oncotype DX performed compared to those without (22.7% vs. 22%), although Oncotype DX was prognostic for five-year breast-cancer-specific mortality. 45 Also in some other retrospective population-based cohorts, the use of multigene signatures did not lead to a reduction of chemotherapy use. [46] [47] [48] Currently there is no data on which test provides the best prognostic information. In a systematic review which included 22 studies for Oncotype DX, 4 for MammaPrint, and 1 for both Prosigna and EndoPredict. The hypothetical application of chemotherapy for the same patient, with and without the results of the multigene test was analysed. A decrease in chemotherapy use for all tests was confirmed. When the results were pooled per assay, the decrease in chemotherapy to no chemotherapy was 45.7% for Oncotype DX and 32.2% for MammaPrint. 49 Direct comparison of 6 multigene signatures (including Oncotype DX, EndoPredict, BCI, PAM50, Clinical Treatment Score (CTS) and 4-marker immunohistochemical score (IHC4) for prediction of distant recurrence in addition to clinical information was performed in the population of TransATAC trial. MammaPrint was not includ-ed in this study. All signatures provided similar prognostic information during the first 5 years of follow-up for lymph node negative patients, but PAM50, BCI, and EndoPredict were significantly more prognostic during 5-10 years, which may indicate they have molecular components that are more specifically prognostic for late recurrence, such as ER-signalling pathway. For women with 1 to 3 positive nodes, the independent prognostic strength of all of them was weaker. 50 The prospective OPTIMA trial compared performance of Oncotype DX, MammaPrint, PAM50 and IHC4 for evaluation of individual patient risk. Among these signatures a marked disagreement when applied to the same patient was found in the majority (60.6%) of tumors. From a biological perspective, it is entirely predictable that tests that measure different genes give dissimilar results. However, the proportions of patients identified as low, intermediate, or high risk were broadly similar irrespective of which test was used (low/intermediate risk: 82.1% for Oncotype DX, 72.0% for IHC4, 65.6% for Prosigna and 61.4% for MammaPrint). 51 No patient outcome data were available at the time of analysis and therefore we cannot draw any conclusion about the comparison on clinical utility of these tests. The performance of multiple gene signatures in one patient is not feasible in clinical practice.
Based on this, multigene expression signatures are endorsed as validated decision making tool in early BC by different international guidelines. However, there are differences regarding credibility of different multigene signatures given the number and quality of studies differ considerably among them (Table 6 ). St Gallen recommendation support the use of multigene signatures, however the recommendation is broad and does not support specific assay. The St Gallen Panel does not uniformly endorse the use of multigene signatures in node positive cases, although the panel agrees that they offer additional prognostic information in these patients. The same is true for ESMO guidelines which support multigene signature use (except for BCI) and are not specific as to the lymph node status. 2, 8 All multigene signatures are recommended for use in HR+HER2-lymph node negative or positive BC by the European Group on Tumor Markers (EGTM), except for BCI. 6 Oncotype DX is the only multigene signature assigned with NCCN category of preference as preferred in lymph node negative patients (category 1 evidence) and is the only signature with predictive value, MammaPrint has category 1 recommendation as prognostic for lymph node negative and positive patients. 9 ASCO guidelines strongly recommend the use of Oncotype DX and MammaPrint in lymph node negative patients and MammaPrint is the only multigene signature endorsed by ASCO guidelines for lymph node positive patients (Table 6) . 7 At the time being we do not know which of the multigene signature has the most accurate prognostic value. However, Oncotype DX and MammaPrint have currently the most extensive level of evidence and are most widely used. The decision to choose one of them is in most cases based on individual oncologist experiences. Nevertheless, price and accessibility might be also important since in many European countries as well in Slovenia the test is still not covered by the insurance companies. Future studies and data from national and institutional patient's registries will help us to more optimally guide the use of appropriate multigene signatures and subgroups for testing and give us information on long-term outcome in order to determine the place of these assays in daily clinical practice.
Conclusions
Multigene signature assays provide prognostic information that augments the one from clinicalpathologic features and reflects tumor biology. Decisions that rely solely on clinical-pathological factors may often lead to overtreatment and in these cases the information provided by multigene signatures may reduce the use of unnecessary adjuvant chemotherapy without increasing the risk of relapse. In contemporary management of HR+HER2-early BC clinical decisions regarding adjuvant systemic therapy should be made after considering both genomic results and clinicalpathological features. However, risk stratification according to clinical-pathological features still remains crucial and multigene signature assays should be used mostly for cases where clinicalpathological parameters do not clearly imply or oppose the benefit of chemotherapy.
